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Paulo Brighenti 
 
The invisible man and the black dog series 
The body of work that Paulo Brighenti has been developing is centred on a questioning as to the practice 
of painting, in which light is the central and centralising element. The basis for the present work, as in 
other series, are two films: The Shining by Kubrick and the Stalker by Tarkowvski. The memories of the 
spaces of these films, as well as other anonymous references, stand as the principle of the desire for the 
creation of un-heard of spaces. Brighenti’s work is centred on the process of (re) discovery of these 
spaces, staged places that are presented stripped of any recognisable identity. 
In a recurring movement, Brighenti opposes moments of energetic figurations to the abstraction of the 
space. However, and here for the first time, he creates characters whose physical presence is almost 
violent. Whether these are dogs or the elephant, these heavy, dense bodies allow entrance into the 
physical space and are counterpoised to the presence of the invisible man. 
In this new series Brighenti confronts several different painting techniques made manifest on the surface 
of the canvas. From moments of agressive gesturalism to the figurations made with controlled or 
obsessive brush-storkes, the presence of the painter becomes ostensive in these paintings. And if the 
works are dominated by situations of opposition, this also takes place with the colour work. This is an 
area of special attention for Brighenti, and here he brings together moments of saturation and 
superimposition of colour with transparencies, and also with isolated notes that intend to bring the 
spectator physically close to the canvas. 
With this new series, Brighenti appears as a painter undergoing full construction or deconstruction. An 
artist that is not content with the known, with the techniques he masters, but one who hurls himself into 
the unknown, into unsafe waters. In this movement, Brighenti recurrently applies himself fully and to his 
work in question, thus reinventing himself. The final result, to which we have become used, are new and 
risky proposals marked by na unusual poetic intensity. 
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Paulo Brighenti 
 
The invisible man 
In the Sala Poste-ite Paulo Brighenti is presenting a continuation of the gallery Project. In this room one 
can see a small selection from a set of five drawings that stand between painting and architecture, and 
which carry out na area of exploration that Brighenti has been following around the concept of space. 
These are reconnaissance studies on a determined place, the construction of which takes place as it is 
being drawn. They are drawings with a more contained or controlled figuration, empowered by the force 
and intensity of the charcoal line. 
The starting point is an exhibition space (also present on a canvas). Recognition is immediate, but not of 
that particular place. The spectators’ memories are activated by these drawings. And as we go through 
the drawings and through each room, we personify the invisible man transforming these undifferentiated 
spaces into places of personal fiction. 
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